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This paper has two parts. In the first part we show that to a quantum 
group [2,4] one can associate in a natural way a Hecke algebra. In the 
second part we formulate a conjecture relating the representation theory of 
a quantum group at a fixed root of 1 to the representation theory of an 
affine Lie algebra at a fixed negative level. 
0. NOTATIONS 
0.1. We fix an n x n positive definite symmetric matrix (a,), Gr,jCn such 
that aii = 2, a0 = Uji E { 0, - 1 } if i #j. Let Q be the free abelian group with 
basis c1i, . . . . ~1,. Define an inner product ( , ) on Q by (ai, xj) = aV. Let 
R = {Q E Q 1 (a, ~1) = 2). This is a root system whose set of simple roots is 
{a 1, ***, a,}. We assume it is indecomposable. Let R+ = (a E RI a= 
C cjuj, cj~ N}, R- = -R+. 
0.2. Let B be the braid group with generators r, (1 < i < n) and relations 
TiTjTi= TjTiTj if uiJ= -1, TiTj= TjT, if uO=O. 
Let u be an indeterminate. The Hecke algebra N is the quotient of the 
group algebra of B over C(u) by the two-sided ideal generated by the 
elements (Ti+ l)(T,-u-*), 1 <i<n. 
0.3. Drinfeld and Jimbo [2,4] have associated to (uV) a certain Hopf 
algebra (or quantum group) U over C(o). We shall adopt the slightly 
different definition for U given in [9, 2.11: U is the C(u) algebra with 
generators Ei, Fi, Ki, K;’ (1 < id n) and relations 
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K,K,? =K,:‘+ 1, K,K, = K,K, 
K.E.K:‘= o”liE 
II 1 J’ 
K.F.K:’ = u-‘“F 
IJ I J 
EiFj-FjEi=&,Ki-K;l u--u-’ 
E’E~-(V+V~‘)E~E~E~+E~E~=O, 
F;Fj-(v+v-‘)F;F,F,+F,F;=O 
if au=-1 
E,E,= E,E,, FiFj= FjFi, if aii= 0. 
We shall not need here the formulas for the comultiplication. 
0.4. We denote by a, the negative of the highest root of R. The extended 
matrix (a,j)O.i,JGn is defined by aii= (ai, 0~~). Let U’ be the enveloping 
algebra of the corresponding afhne Lie algebra (see [6]), that is, the 
C-algebra with generators ei,h, hi (0 < id n) and relations 
0, = h,h,, 
hiej - ejhi = age,, h,fi-Ahi= -a,f;, 
eifj-fjei=Gghi, 
e f e, - 2e,eJei + e,e f = 0, fzf,-vififi+fifz=O if a,=-1 
e,e, = ejei, fififi=f;fi if q=O. 
(For type A, there are also some fourth degree relations when av = -2; we 
omit them.) 
Let rn,EN be defined by ~,“=omjorj=O, mo= 1, and let h=~,“=,m, be 
the Coxeter number. The element c = C;=0 mJhj is in the center of u’. 
0.5. For any integers m, r with r > 0 we define 
Let [:]A~@ be the value of [T] at ~=AE@*. 
1. QUANTUM GROUPS AND HECKE ALGEBRAS 
1.1. In the case where R is of type A, ~, , Jimbo [S] found a connection 
between U and the Hecke algebra corresponding to the symmetric group 
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Sk, analogous to the well known connection between GL, and Sk, which 
act on @“@C”@ . . . @ C=” (k factors), centralizing each other. Thus, here 
Sk is external to GL,, not its Weyl group. 
We want to show that (in the general case) one can find the Hecke 
algebra H corresponding to R, in terms of U. 
1.2. We define an action of B on U by algebra isomorphisms. The 
generator rig B acts as follows: 
Ei+ -FiKi, F,+ -K,:'E,, KpK,? 
Ej-+Ej, F,-+ F,, K,-+ K, (if aq=O) 
Ej+ -EiEj+ K’EjEi, Fj+ -FjFi+vFiFj, 
Kj+KiKj (ifag= -1). 
(Compare [8, p. 2481. 
1.3. Let z = (z,, . . . . z,) E N” and let Y(z) be the simple U-module (unique 
up to isomorphism) with highest weight z (see [9,6.2]). It is known that 
Y(z) is finite dimensional over C(v) and its weight spaces are given by the 
Weyl character formula; see [8,4.12]. For any i, 1 d i< n, we can define a 
U-module P”(z) with the same ambient space as Y(z) and with e E U 
acting on P”‘(z) as Ti(t) acts on Y(z). The weight spaces of P(‘)(z) have 
the same dimension as those of Y(z) and, by the uniqueness of Y(z), we 
have P(‘)(z) E Y(z) as U-modules. Hence there exists an isomorphism 
ri: Y(z) + Y(z) (unique up to non-zero scalar in C(v)) such that 
r,(ty) = Ti(<) r,(y) for all <E U, YE Y(z). It is clear that the operators ri 
on Y(z) satisfy 
tizjti = ciitjzitj if a,=-1 
z;tj = ciizjzi if aii=O, 
where cii are certain non-zero elements of C(u). 
We want to show that these operators (suitably normalized), restricted 
to the zero-weight space, satisfy the relations of the Hecke algebra. We 
shall do this, assuming that z is defined by zi = -ai, (1 < i < n). We write 
P= Y(z). The U-module P has the same weight structure as the adjoint 
representation of the corresponding Lie algebra. Thus, we have a direct 
sum decomposition as a C(v)-vector space P= PO@ (BEoR P), where 
dim P” = n, dim P = 1 (tl E R), and Ki acts on P as multiplication by 
u(% CL), (ccERuO). 
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LEMMA 1.4. Choose a basis element yao of Pa. There is a unique basis of 
F consisting of a vector yol in each 7a (a E R) (equal to the chosen one for 
a = a,,) and of n vectors t,, t,, . . . . t, in Y0 with the following properties: 
(a) IfaER,a+aiER, then EiYa=Ycr+or,, 
(b) IfaER,a-aiER, then Fiy,=y,-x,. 
Cc) F,y,,=E,y-.,=ti for l<i<n. 
(d) 
(4 
Eitj= (v+v-‘)Y,,Y 
ij” i=j 
-qy,, if i#j 
Fit]= (v+v-‘)Y-,, 
if i=j 
-q~-~,, if i#j. 
Proof: Starting with y,, we can define y, for any a E R- (by induction 
on the height), using the equation E, y, = y,+,, whenever a E R-, 
a + aiE R-. It is easy to see that this definition is unambiguous, using only 
the identity E,E, = EjEi whenever aU = 0. 
Similarly, starting with a non-zero vector yL,, in F-““, we can find 
unique vectors y; E P for any a E R + such that F, y& = y&- a, whenever 
aER+, a-aiER+. 
Assume now that aeR+, a+a,ER+. We have y;=F,yj,+,, hence 
EiY:=EiFiY:,+.,=FiEiY~+2,+ 
Ki- K;’ 
v-v- 1 Yb,,. 
Now E, Y :, + a, must be in the (a + 2ai)-weight space which is zero since 
a,a+aiER; thus Eiyi+.,=O. Thus 
Eiy:,= 
V( a,, 1+ 3,) _ v - (a,, I + I!) v-v-’ 
V-VP1 y:+rr,=- v-vU-lY:+I,=Yh+a, 
(since (a,, a) = - 1, (a,, ai) = 2). We have yj, #O for all a E R+; otherwise, 
applying the previous identity repeatedly, we would deduce yL,,,= 0. 
Similarly, we have Fi y, = y, _ *, whenever a E R-, a - aiE R-; moreover 
y,#O for all aER-. 
We define ti = Ej y _ rr E To, ti. = Fi y;, E 9’. 
We have 
E,t;=EiF,yj,=F,E,y;,+Ki-K;‘y;,. 
v-v- 
Now Ei y&, = 0 by weight considerations and Ki y&, = v’y;,. Thus 
Eit;= ‘= - ‘* u_;riY:,=(v+v-‘)Y:,. 
Similarly, we have Fit,= (v + v-‘) y-,. 
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If i#j we have Eit;=EiFjy~,=FjEiy~,; if ag=O, we have Eiy&,=O 
by weight considerations, while if au = - 1, we have Ei y&, = yl+ a, and 
Eitj = Fj Y&, + a, =yL,. Thus, Eitj= -a,y:, (i#j). 
Similarly we see that Fi tj = -au ya, for i #j. 
For any y E PO, we have Ei y E PI hence Ei y = y;( y) yk,, where y; is a 
linear form on PO. (Recall that y&, # 0.) Similarly, Fi y = yi( y) y --oL,, where 
yi is a linear form on PO. We have 
i 
O+” 
-1 
. y:(tp=yi(tj)= 
if i=j 
-ati if i#j. 
Hence the n x n matrix (y:(tJ) is non-singular. It follows that the ti form a 
basis of Y”; similarly, the tj form a basis of To. 
We have, for all y E Y”, 
We can choose y so that y:(y) #O (for example y = t:) and we find that 
t:=Aiti for some &E@(O)* and y,(y)=&&(y) for all YE Yo. 
If au= - 1, we have 
1 = r;( t;, = Aj2iyi.( tj), 1 = yi(tj) = Ai y:(tj). 
Hence O=(l,-Ai)&( But y:(tj)=iilyi(t,)=~;‘#O, hence Aj=Ai. 
Since the Coxeter graph of R is assumed to be connected, we see that 
Ai=Aj for all i, j in [l,n]. We now set ylx=I-‘yi (c(ER+), where A=A, 
for all i. Then the vectors y, (GI E R), ti (1 < i < n) form the required basis. 
The lemma is proved. 
1.5. From the definition of ri, we see that rip = p-(a,zr)az (NE R), 
ri Y” = Y”. Hence we have well defined elements c, E C(v)* such that 
ZjYlr = CCLY, - (a, a,)a, (cIER). 
(y, as in the lemma). We set cj=ca, for any jo [l,n]. 
Let j E [ 1, n] be such that aij = - 1. We show that: 
(4 cj= --ciu-2. 
We have 
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(Note that E,y-, = 0 by weight reasons.) Hence 
c]Y?,+a,= --u -lciK;‘EiEjti= -v-‘ciK;‘Eiyx,= -vdc,K,?ya,+,, 
-vp2ciYci,+x, 
and (a) follows. 
Now letj,kE[l,n] be such that a,=-1, aik=-1, a,=O. We show 
that 
(b) c&= -c. J’ 
We have CkYa~=Zi(Yr~)=ri(FjE&y,)= Ti(Fj) Ti(Ek) Zi(J’,)=(-FjFi+ 
Vf’iFj) EkcjYa,+o,, = -cjF’Fi~~,+~,+~~ since F, Y~,+~,+~~= 0 by weight 
reasons. Hence c&y,, = -q,F, ycrlfark = -cjyZk and (b) follows. 
Now let k, k’ E [ 1, n] be such that ukk, = - 1, aik = 0, aik. = 0. We show 
that 
(c) c& = c& 
We have ck y,, = rt(Yq) = zi(Fk’EkYxk,) = Ti(Fk,) Ti(Ek) ti(J’q.) = 
F,,E,c,, y,,. = ckC yak, and (c) follows. 
We have 
~i(tj)=~i(F,Ym,)= Ti(Fj) zi( ,) 
if i=j 
if ag=O 
( -J’jFz + VFif”) cj Yn, + m, if a,=-1, 
hence 
i 
-citi if i=j 
T,(tj) = cjtj if ati=0 
Cj(-tj+Vtj) if ati=- 
Using (a), (b), (c), this can be also expressed as 
if i=j 
if aq=O 
if aV=-1. 
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We can normalize uniquely ri (by multiplying it by a factor # 0) so that 
ci = 1. The formula (d) shows that with this normalization, ri: P” -+ y” 
satisfies (zi + l)(r, - um2) = 0. From (d) we also see easily that the nor- 
malized ri’s satisfy on To the equations ~~~~~~ = T,T~T~ if au = - 1, ziz, = TOTS 
if aO= 0. It follows that cii- 1; hence the previous equations hold on the 
whole 7. We see that the ti: 7’ -+ y” define a representation of the Hecke 
algebra H. 
2. QUANTUM GROUPS AND AFFINE LIE ALGEBRAS 
2.1. Let d = C[u, v-i], and let V, be the d-subalgebra of U generated 
by the elements 
E!N’ = E?‘/[N] 1 F cN) .T I = F;NI[N] !, K: ’ (i = 1, . . . . n, N> 1). 
Let 
+, KivP+l-K;‘vS-l; 
us-v--s 
it is an element of U& (see [S, 4.41) for any i = 1, . . . . IZ, N > 1. 
For any A E @*, let UA be the @-algebra U, @& @, where C is regarded 
as an d-algebra on which v = A. The elements EiN’, I;!“‘, . . . . of U, give rise 
to elements of 17~ denoted by the same letters. 
Let z = (zi, . . . . z,) E H”. The Verma module Y,(z) is the U,-module 
defined as UA modulo the left ideal generated by the elements EiN’, Ki-- R”, 
[s] - [g] (i= 1, . . . . n, N> 1). 
One can show that Y,(z) has a unique simple quotient (see [9, 6.1, 6.21, 
where il is assumed to be of finite odd order; a similar proof applies in 
general.) We denote this simple quotient by L,(z). 
2.2. Let m be an integer different from -h and let z = (zi, z2, . . . . z,) E Z”. 
Let V,,,(z) be the U-module defined as U’ modulo the left ideal generated 
by ei (0 < i < n), hi - zi. 1 (1~ i < n), c -m . 1 (a Verma module). V,(z) has 
a unique maximal homogeneous ubmodule; hence it has a well defined 
quotient v,(z) which is simple as a U-module. This follows from the 
existence of Sugawara operators (Goodman-Wallach, Kac-Peterson, 
Segal). 
Conjecture 2.3. Assume that A2 is a primitive root of 1 of order 12 1. Let 
% be the category of V-modules offinite length with all composition factors 
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of form P-,-,(z) for various z E N”. Let V’ be the category of finite dimen- 
sional U,-modules with all composition factors of form L,(Z) for various 
z E N n. Then %‘, %? ’ are equivalent. 
2.4. Let W be the affine Weyl group with simple reflections 
{ so, $1, ..., s, > corresponding to the extended matrix ( aii)o s i,j G n. 
Let E be an R-vector space with basis yl, y2, . . . . yn. Define a positive 
definite inner product E x E + R by (Yi, yj)=a:l, where (a$)l~i,j~n is the 
matrix inverse to (a,i)l Gi,jgn. 
We fix an integer l>, 1 and denote 
A,= X= i ciyiEElCiE[W,Ci< -1 
i=l 
n 
for i = 1, . . . . n, C m/-cl2 -l-h+ 1 
j= 1 
(see 0.4). This is a simplex in E with I+ 1 walls defined by the equations 
Cl = - 1, c2 = - 1, . . . . c, = - 1, C mjcj = - l- h + 1, respectively. We denote 
by S,, L . ..> S,, St’ the orthogonal reflections in E with respect to 
these walls. Then si + Si (1 d i< n), so -+ St) defines an imbedding 
j,: WciAff(E). We identify H” with a lattice in E by (zi, . . . . z,)+ 
zlYl+ . .. + z,y,; then Z” is stable under the action ofj,( W) on E. If x E E, 
then x l j[(w)(d,) for some w E W; among all such w there is a unique 
one, w,, jT of minimal length. If w’ is any element of W, we define x,,,,= 
w’(w,;(x)) E E. 
Let W. be the (finite) subgroup of W generated by si, sa, . . . . sI. 
Then si+ S, (1 d i<n) defines an imbedding j: Woci Aff E. Let 
C={XEC~,~,EE~~~E:IW,C~~-~ fori=l,...,n).IfxEE,thenxEj(w)(C) 
for some w E W,; among all such w there is a unique one, w,, of minimal 
length. If w’ is any element of W,, we define x,, = w’(w;‘(x)) E E. 
We now formulate a conjecture involving the polynomials P,,, of [7] 
for W and W,, and the Bruhat order < on W, W,. Let E be the sign 
character of W or W,. 
Conjecture 2.5. Let XE E”. Then, in the appropriate Grothendieck group, 
we have 
(a) L&4 = 1 4ww’) p,4) Wd 
W’E WC) 
w) s w 
(A’ = 1 or I2 not a root of 1, w = w,), 
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(b) LAX) = 1 4~4 P,,.,(l) YA(x,.,J) 
W’E w 
w’ c w 
(1’ = primitive Zth root of 1, I > 1, w = w,,/, x E IV’). 
(c) P-I--h(X)= 1 dww’) P,,,Jl) V-l-h(X,.*I-h(X,,,I) 
W’E w 
U”< w 
(12 1, w = W&I). 
Note that (a), for A = 1 and x regular, is essentially the conjecture of [7] 
(which is now known to be true); its extension to singular x follows from 
results in [3]. Now (c) is the natural extension of the conjecture of [7] to 
the afine case with negative level; it is known to hold for afine A 1 by [ 111. 
(For positive level, see [ 11.) The equality (b) is a generalization of the con- 
jecture [9, 8.21. 
Our conjecture suggests a rather mysterious connection between 
quantum groups at roots of 1 and afine Lie algebras. A rather different 
connection between such objects (involving a kind of tensor product of 
U’-modules which are integrable, hence of positive level) has been observed 
in [lo]. 
2.6. Errata to [8]. On p. 237 (the first line of l.l), < should be 
replaced by 6. On p. 244 (lines 3,4) delete “of finite rank.” On p. 244, 
ktT2 in (4.4.1) should be preceded by a minus sign. On p. 245 in the two 
displayed equalities in 4.8 one should insert c: after the equal sign. As 
P. Polo kindly pointed out, the expressions --fjkj, - k,y2ej, - kJT2 fi, 
-e,kf on p. 248 should be replaced by -k, fjkj, -k,:‘e,k,:‘, 
-k,T’fik,y’, -k,eiki, respectively. 
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